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Abstract
Alignmcnt of silkworms and flsh,obscrvcd as scismic anomalous animal bchavior(SAAB)priOr tO the Kobc
carthquakc,、 ″ere duplicated in a laboratory by applying a pulsed electric fleld assuming SAAB tt electrophysi‐
ological rcsponses to the stimuli of scismic clectric signals(SES).The animals becamc aligned perpendicularly to
ity pcrpendicular to the fleld direction than par‐

the fleld dircction since their skeletal muscic had a higher resist市

ancl to it.An elcctromagnetic model of a fault is proposcd in which dipolar charges,±

gencration constant like a piczoolectric cocFlcient,

ε,the dielcctric constant and 2 the resistivity of bcdrock

granitc.A fauit ha宙 ng a lcngth 2α and a displacement or rock rupture timeち
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and the sttess drop,△ σ 」Ve τ=ノ D′ =(△ イ σO)la/β ).Thc

at a fault zone,ノ
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ndd htensi幌 凡
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wcrc calculated as F=9/ε andノ =F/ρ′using ρ′Of watcr基

to givcル 0.1〜 lA/m2sufflcient to causc SAAB experimentally The near‐
generated byム のgiVe sES reciprocally proportiOnal to thc distance R.
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lntroduction
Seismic anomalous animal behavior(SAAB)priOr tO a mlor earthquake is used to predict
earthquake in China,alongside with other physical methods such as seismic electric signals(SES),

Radon emanation and so on.Anilnals are reported to have shown SAAB:lDogs barking and run‐
ning in panic,chickens flying to the rool ducks avoiding to going into a river9 pigs trying to climb

the wall,horses,donkeys and cows standing onヽ〃o legs and falling do、 vn in panic(Rikitake,1978;
Tributsch, 1978;Biophysical lnstitute of Acadelnic Sinica,1979;Seismologica1 13ureau of Anhui

Province,1978).
Mammals,birds,reptiles,flsh,insects and wolllls ShOWed SAAB prior to the Kobe carth‐
拿
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quake that destroyed Kobe on January 17,1995(WadatSumi,1995).Some animals becalne neⅣ ‐
ous,excited and panicked before the carthquake.SAAB has been observed for thousands of years

an Over the world.HoweveL some people, especially some Western scientists,regard SAAB as
retrospectively asserted stories created after the carthquake and do not believe itjust as theン
do not
trust Chinese medicine.Asian people generally believe in SAAB but consider it beyond our pre―

sent level of science.Some scientists reJect the report as superstition whereas public hope to pre¨

dict earthquakes by obseⅣ ing various anilnals,especially violent behavior of catflsh which have
been interpreted as SAAB in Japan for rnany years.

Animals cannot predict an earthquake beforehand since mOst of them do not experience a
maiOr earthquake during their relat市 ely short lifetime.The altemat市 c explanation is that they
must have detected some signal and panicked.''What did they detect?"has been a pl1771e fOr cen‐
tllries.Possible explanations are that animals can detect acoustic waves,a seismic electric signal

,1981).PhenOmenological obser―
(SES),an aerOsol(Tributsch,1978),an odOち ιた.(Bushirk θ′α′
vation in China and in Japan is not sufacient tO persuade scientists whO have not witnessed any
seismic anoコ nalies.

Instead,somc theory must be developed based on a hypothesis and experiments must be done
to prove it.Unless we discuss SAAB quantitatively based on a scientiflc model,rather than quali‐
tatively based on misleading speculations,they may be regarded as o五

ental mythology or super‐

stition.Soれ no clear mechanism has yet been established for SAAB.
Based on part of our studies on dating fault movements with electron spin resonance cSR)

(Ikeya,1993),we deVe10ped an electromagnetic model of fault(Ikeya and Takaki,1996)to ex‐
plain aurora,known as carthquake lightning(EQL),observed just before earthquakes(Dur9 1973;
Terada,1931).
The aligFlment of carp in a pond and tropical flsh in an aquanums prior to the Kobe earth―
quake were reported, in addition to the obseⅣ

ation of aligned silkwolllls, panicking flsh and

swanning or dead earthwollllS.Many aquatic animals have electrosensory systeins which are used
to acquire infollllation for orientation and to communicate with others(BaStian,1994).We applied
an electric fleld to flsh,birds,and rats in order to investigate the hypothesis that SAAB is a re¨
sponse to electric shocks.The electric fleld intensity was calculated based on our electromagnetic

model of a fault. Japanese minnows,guppies and loaches aligned perpendiCularly to the applied
ield and earthwolllls cOngregated presumably to minimize electtic shocks(Ikeya gr
Rats and birds groomed and panicked as the ield intensity increased(Ikeya

α′ 1996→
.り

.

θ′α′
.,1996b).HenCe,

SAAB is attributed to electropathological responses of anilnals.
In this paper,the electric fleld effects on silkwolllls,shellS and loaches have been studied to
demonstrate that the reported alittents are duc to detection of the seismic cllFent prior to earth‐

quakes.The theory of an electromagnetic wave generation model of a fault has irther been devel‐
oped to explain SES.

l Experilllent
Fish and reptiles were kept in an aquarium with water and electrodes.Ten silkwollllS Were
put on wet artiflcial food with copper electrodes with a separation″ of 15 cm.EarthwollllS and
lugwolllls purChased fronl an angling shop were placed in a box f1lled with wet soil and electrodes

with a separation of 10 cm.The voltage was switched on and offmanually every 3 s.Responses to

the applied E)C and AC voltage, /be● veen O and 25 V to the clectrode were recorded using a
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commercial video recorde■ The crhical current densiじ J that affectS animal behaviors was deter¨
mined by the fleld intensiり し二 Where F=フ フ
a The actual voltage applied to the animal was calcu―
lated hm the potential difference considering the length ofthe bod"′ as/b。

/to the animal was eslmtted using body resistance Rb。

/bod/RbOdy・

"=Fr and the current,

"as I―

2 Seislllic electric rleld estilllation from SAAB
2.l

Fish:Alignment and panicked
Some Japanese mimows keptin a pond near Kobejulnped up to the land in panic and died

(00mmitted a suicide?)p五 〇r to the Kobe earthquake.Fish were witnessed to be floating and ori―
enting in north and south direction in ponds.Wild」 apanese min■ ows,tropical flsh,guppies and
fresh water loaches in a styrofoam aquarium with electrodes aligned perpendicularly to the applied

electric ield of 10 V/m in a laboratory experiment(Ikeya θr α′
.,1996→ .PulSed electric ield with
the salne ield intensity and the pulse width of more than O.l ms also aligned milllnows.Sensitive
millnows were paralyzed at J=lA/m2,but recovered when the applied electic fleld was removed.

Guppies and loaches responded similarly with quick and slow movement,respect市 ely nearly at
the salne current density in the preliminary work.
Figllre l shows the typical response of loaches before and after applying the electric teld of

70V/m.Loaches swimmlng in different direction responded and aligned perpendicularly to the
ield direction(Figure lb).When the neld intensity is increased to 100 V/m,loaches were panick‐
ed and paralyzed.They recovered when the voltage was released.The fleld intensity ranging from

10V/m to 100 V/m or more may be presented if SAAB at the Kobe carthquake resulted from
electric fleld effects.

Figure l A typical response ofloaches beforc(a)and aftcr(b)thC application ofelectric ncld of 70 V/m

2.2

Sillo浮 orms

and earthworms:Panic and alignment

Silkw9111lS Were placed as shown in Figure 2a.The E)C voltage of 35 V was applied to the
electrodes as to give fleld intensity 230 V/m to the food floor9 which aligned silkwollllS perpen¨
dicularly to the fleld direction as in Figure 2b,Slow movements of silkwolllls made it dif「
obtain a clear result as reported for millnows(Ikoya″

α′
.,1996→

lcult to

.

Although the peak of the pulscd voltage 10 V(fleld intensity of 65 V/m)ha宙

ng the pulse―

width of 5 ms and the repetition rate of 100 pulses/s was applied to the electrode, silkwolllls
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moved only slowly under the pulsed electric fleld.No clear alittent of silkwollllS WaS obseⅣ
duc to their slow movement.
Earthwol.1.S Callne out ofthe earth and swarmed or were observed to be dead before the lく

carthquake.Congregation of earthwollllS WaS wlnesζ

obe

ed.Electric fleld intensity that caused such a

′αl,1996→ .HoweVer,the peak ield inten‐
phenomena in a laboratory is above 100 V/m(Ikeya θ
sity of a pulsed ield more than O.l ms gave the similar resuns.It seems to be the peak intensi与

Figure 2(o SilkWOrrns were placed,ho DC voltage was applied
(b)The DC voltage of35 V was applied to thc electrodes

2.3

Mollusc:Close shell by a single pulse

Mollusc(VenerOdia tapes japonica and cOrbicula japonicの
pulse of O.5 ms.The responsё

ShOWed responses to a single

of Corbiculajaponica before and after electric pulse are shown in

Figure 3a and 3b.The open sheH quickly closed when flelds as low as 50 V/m are applied,even
for a single pulse with the width of 5 ms.It is noteworthy that even pulsed current with a width
bss than l ms can also give the sme effect.The cllrrent to individuals can be estimated roughly
10

A, which coresponds to the frog muscle cralnp in Galvani's experiinent of early electro―

physiology.

Figurc 3(a)Monusc(cOrbiularjaponica)opCn ls shcn
(b)The Open shell quickly closed whcn 50 V/m are applicd
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2.4 Seismic electric rleld intensity before the Kobe earthquake
Reports ofthe aliglrlment of several flsh and wolllls befOre the Kobe earthquake may be con¨

sidered as SAAB.If SAAB is due to seismic electric fleld,its intensiサ may be estimated from the
behaviors in a laboratory. It Can be said that flsh and wollllS muSt have expericnced the current
densiけ ofJ=0・

1〜

lA/m2。 r

fleld intensity ofF 5〜 50V/m before the Kobe carthquake according

to the reports On SAAB.This intensity is million times higher than the seismic electric signal

known as VAN method, 10〜 100 mV/h and therefore it is not accepted by seismologists. The
model in next section g市 es an intense electric current density at the epicenter zone and a low in―
tensity SES proportional to 1/R as empirically obtained in VAN method,where R is the distance
from the epicenten

3 An electrOmagnetic lnodel of a fault
3。

l A model based on piezoolectricity
Stess― induced electric polarization caned'lpiezOelectricity"is used in electronic lighters and

automatic gas flring syStem consttucted by synthetic piezoolectric ceralnics. A single crystal of
quartz which lacks inversion symmetry has a piezoelectric coemcient of

αquart=2×

The piezoelectric e]Lctin granite with a preferred orientation axis of quartz grains、

1012 c/N.

vas considered

to explain seismo‐ electric effects but the idea was abandoned as the free charges in a conductive
earth cancel the piezoelectric polarization generated by tlle seismic stress(Finkelstein and Powell,

1970).The Oricntational anisotropy of olivine and pyroxene is discussed based on the directional

velocity change of seismic waves.Hence,there mり exist some orientational anisotropy for quartz
in the area.The piezoelectric coefrlcient of granitic rocks was detellllined experimentany to be of
the order of 10 14c/N in this laboratory.
Strcss‐

induced piczoelectric polarization having a surface density?′

cancelled in a short tiine,″

as shOWn in Figure 4a is

by true charges caned l'bound charges"with densities,9b in the con‐

ductive carth as showll in Figure 4b,where the dielectric constant,ε

and resistivittt ρ Ofthe carth
correspond to C and R,the capacitance and impedance of rocks shown in Figure 4d(Ikeya and

Takaki,1996).Neither free charge nor electric ield is present at the fault zone since the seismic

(c),lr)=9blr)̲9′

(b)9が
lr)

一

血＝皿

Figure 4(o%:suJacc dcnsiサ

昼ビ

(d)

‖
bOund charges"dcnsity

(d)ε and ρ 00rrcsponding to C and R
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stress has accumulated gradually for hundreds Of ycars so as to be 2′
charge densities of+9(の and‑9(の ,Wher,9← )=9b← )‑9′

一gb=0・ IIowevet the

←
),appear transiently tt a fault zonc

、
vhen seisnlic stress is changed by faulting or by local fracture of rocks as schematically indicated
in Figure 4c.

Suppose 9ρ ←)=α σ←)fOr simplicity9 where α is a piezoelectric coefEcient. 13oth charge
d9′ /d′ =α
d9b/d′ =―

① ②

densitics,9′ and 9ら change as

d″ d′

‑9′
み
し
ン
cρ

Hence,9← )=9ゎ ←
)一 %〔 )iS,by Subtracting equation(1)frOm equation(2),
d′ )‑9/cρ
d9/d′ =一 α
(dσプ

(3)

=70

The released piezo¨ compensation charges decay with the same time constant,CR=cρ

+=イ

S fOr ε
μ

3.2

ε
O=8

and

=106Ω .m fOr granite that are generated by the seismic stress changes.

ρ

Alternative lnechanisms of charge generation
Any lnechanism which generates dipolar charges of±

9 by the stress charge as given in equa‐

tion(3)is appliCablc to the following argullnent.An altemative mechanism of charge separati6n is
"solid plasma"cither duc to the released bound charges of plezoelectricity or duc to electrons and

holes during mechanical annealing of radiation‐ induced defects(Ikeya θ′α′,1982).Separated
charges,+g and‑9,are enolll10usly large,for example 1010 electrons for a quartz grain of l mln×
llnln× l nllllll.An ensemble of such dipoles has a large interaction energy as to orient into one
directionjust as"feFOeleCtric ttansitions"within their decay time of
pソ

η

No orientationd anisotro―

Of minerals is needed in this mechanism.
The charges lnight be generated by other llnechanisms such as exsoelectron emission by fric―

tional heating(Brady and Rowell,1986).In faCt,indention fracture of rocks gave electric charge
bursts with a decay time of 10 μs for heated rocks(Emoto and Hashimoto,1990).Friё tional elec―
tricity resulting from the fracture of granitic rock with dittrent minerals mtt also be a mechanism
of charge generation.

3.3

A mathematicalinodel ofa fault
The seismic stress drop△ σafterthe fault displacement can be given in a mathematiCal model

of a fault which has a fault length 2α and a inal displacement D,as△ σ =μ lD/2α ),where μ is

the rigidity of rocks(Kanamori and Anderson,1975).The Seismic stress parallel to the fault plane

ゝgiven as%=μ lD′ /2β ),where

Dlis the inhial velocけ

ofthe displacement and

β the

VdOCity

of the secondary seismic waves.The time‐ dependent displacement,D(o iS exprcssed using the

faun displacementtime τ=2/D′
e・

④

/r)

⑥

D← )≡ D(一

as

τ
=ツ D′ =(△ 」σ
O)0/β )
ll

Since the remaining strain is ID―

σ )=μ [D― D(′ )]/2α
(′

=△ σexp(― r/τ )

D(′ )]/2α ,the timc dependent stress is expressed as

(6)
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3.4 A seismic pulse electric fleld and electromagnetic waves

from equations(3)and(6)as

The condition,9(0)=O giVes,(の
9(′

/(τ
)=α σ
O[″ τ

Or

―″)](β /α )← 切

r―

c レ)

(7a)

―
△
eフ ″
σρ 一
cρ 】
←刊τ

9〔 )=α

/(τ

[ぅ

(7b)

)

This represents a pulsed charge density with a rise time of″ (or

time τ(orの .Charges are sustained in the fault zone so long as they
changes.Hence,the duration tilne is the longer one of τor cρ

τfor″ >っ and the decay
are generated by the stress

.

The electric fleld at a fault zone is obtained using the relationship above and Jて
that

F〔 )=α

一
eイ ″
ρ (β /α )← 切τ
(1‑″
ン
C路

の=7(0/ε

SO

(8)

/τ )

The time‐ dependent fleld intensity has a sharp rise tiine of cρ

depending on the geology of

the area and a slow decay time of τ which depends on the mode of fault movement or local fFaC‐
tures.

The tot」 polarizttionス

のOfthe

using the carthquake moment″
P(r)=ι

″。
[″

/(τ

(の Separated
ク
0=ρ A=2の 4△ σ as

τ
―
―
eJ″
″)]← ″

Charge±

2α

お P=2α O=2■ 9=(ν O/△ σ)9

(9)

)

where the carthquake moment″ t is giVen by the moment magnitude,ν w as ν 。=1015ν w+91
The total charge 2 at a fauh zone is expressed as

O(r)=α [爵

イτ
″
一
―″
グ
cρ )]←
0/2α lcρ
)

(10)

e―

/(τ

The time‐ dependent electric dipole moment generates the electromagnetic(EM)waveS hav̲
ing a Poynting vector of

Ⅳ

(χ ,′

)=(74■ R)2(μ O/6)卜

2P/d′ 2Fsin2θ

=(74■ R)2(μ O/c)Sh2θ
where θis

{α

″0[″

/(τ

Jτ
―
″】
卜

2̲eJ″
/τ

2ρ 21}2

(11)

/ε

the angle beい 〃een tne direction ofthe dipole and the distance R.Therefore the electic

ield intensity μ N(χ ,′ )]″

2 is reCiprocally propo

ional to the distance R■ om the fault zone

ζ
omewhat in concordance with the empirical relation in the Greck VAN method(VttatOS and
Alexopoulos,1984).
The propagation of electtomagnetic waves depends on the wavevector,た
i.e.,

skin depth a

l″

being a complex,

′ ″
た=々 +iル in a conductive earth.The high frequency component decays duc to the small

=ω (μ

′
δ=1/た ″
,Where〃 is

′
ε

/2{[+t1/ω

/2ソ

expressed by the pemeabilityノ as

″
)21/2̲1}/2

(12)

Only ultra low frequency(ULF)waveS Can propagate and be reflected by the conduct市 e sea
water and come out ofthe land.
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4]Discusslon
4.l

SAAB which suggest electric rleld effects
The potential di∬ ё
rence between the head and the tail is abotlt O.2 V for the length ofthe

minno、 鳩 20 mln for the fleld of 10 V/m.Assuming the cross section of l mm2 for the eye and

electosensory organs,the estimated body current,neglecting the edge effect,is ofthe order of l
μA:the skeletal muscle parallel to the fleld direction has a resistivity of

ρ =2 ξ m.Excitation
s frog muscle
2・

contraction coupling leads to contraction of the skeletal rnuscle tt known Galvani′
current ofthe order ofltA in ettly electrophysiology.

The current is reduced as the resist市 ity perpendicular to skeletal muscle,since in this case

ρ

=14Ω・m(MiSakian α αl,1993).The aligment would enable mimows to reduce the body cllrrent
density fron1 5 A/1n2t。 0.7A/1■

2,i.e.,by nearly one order ofrnagnitude.Swarming of earthwollllS

、
vill reduce the body current in individual wollll,
Estimation ofthe body current fbr silkwolHls is difacult considering the contact impedance of

the legs to the ground.Howcvet the fleld intensity is about 230 V/m and so the voltage is about 4
V for paranel and o.2 V perpendicular to the fleld considering the size of silkworlns.A silnilar
argument on the resis衝 宙ty differencc of skeletal musclc is possible for the orientation of silk―
worlns.
Anilnals did not anticipate the carthquake but probably responded to intense electric pulses
which caused electropllysiological responses.Dissolution of Ca2+frOm the membranes or synapses
ofthe neⅣ ous systeⅡ l by seisl■ ic body curent will cause some excitement and panic by producing
neurotransIIlitters and postsynaptic conductance of Na+ions leading to the excitato7 postSynaptic
potential.The tilne required to flre neurons is inore than l ms.This agree with the result that elec―
tric pulses having the width much iess than O.11■

s does not affect aniinals appreciably.After suf―

flcient excitation,postsynaptic inhibition may occur,resulting in panic and exhaustion;some rats
may have become so docile as to be captured priorto the carthquake.
4。
4。

2 Coselsmlc and preselsmlc SAAB
2.1 0n earthquake(τ >>ゝへ

>>″ and τ
=l s iom
σ
We eslmtte鳥 猟=ρ α
O"/α )=lV/m for τ
waves,β =4b1/s,α =5 km,%=108N/m2and α=1× 10 14c/N,0.5%ofthat
stituting I■

ore than 500/O of granite.The bedrock granite has

the五 se dme ofseismた
for quartz,%uarz COn‐

.nl down to the depth ofthe
ρ =106Ω

focal point,20〜30 kln.The curent may be concentrated at the surfaces of conductive wet sedi―
′
′
mcnts,the sea,and rivers with ρ =102Ω .m giving J=F/ρ 対 10η A/m2 which is just
enough to shock animals sensitive to electic flelds.Ho、

vever9 a single pulse with a relatively long

tiine of l s will not produce sufacient alnount of neurotransmitters in their neⅣ

ous systenl as to

cause prominent SAAB.
4。

2.2 Prior to earthquake(τ <く ″ )
SmaH local fractures along the fault prior to the main shock in rocks give

τof the ordcr of

104 s sinCe the stress drop rate is much smaHer than l%.The fractures may produce acoustic em‐
issions、〃hich can not,however9 be detected、 vith the present seismographs at 100〜

200 Hz.Such

fractures result in the stress changes and so the local disappearance of the piezoelectric effect giv‐
ing electric pulses with a decay tiine a Partial rnovement ofa fault gives

」
mⅨ

=8A/m2
=α σ
O(β /α )(ρ /ρ り

τ=2.5x10 4 1eading to
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It is worthy of being noted that the peak current density is higher in case of local fractures
than at the tilne of earthquake.The anilnals response is thus preseisllic rather than coseislnic.

The locations of SAAB and the resist市 ity of the area should be compared.Geological and
geographical studies of the sites where SAAB are observed should be investigated.The seismic
current will be focused on a water channel or on a valley surrounded by granitic rocks or on thin
sedilnents on the granite rocks, Such focusing may be understood using the analogy of a strong
wind in a valley surrounded by high mountains,A high tidal water or rapid water flow in a narrow
vaney Or a channel lnay be another analogy.The seislnic current rnay be focused on well conduc¨
tive sediments alld a water challnel from granitic rocks.

SAAB is not paranollllal phenomena,but silnply electrophysiological responses of anilnals to
pulsed SES current.One can estimate the intensity of SES and its direction from the reports on
flsh orientation before the Kobe earthquake.
4。

3 ULF waves and electric pulse as SES
An electromagnetic model of fault behavior based on dipolar charge generation is used to ex‐

plain the pulsed fleld and the current which cause abnollllal anilnal behavio■

Pulsed electtic fleld

is a wave packet of electromagnetic waves.The high frequency component is dissipated due to a

smdi skin depth in propagation.The SES detection by means of VAN method ofthe order of 10 5
V/m might be duc to the detection oflILF electromagnetic waves of O.1〜
intensity is propo■

10 Hz.The electric fleld

lonal toレ Ⅳ (χ ,r)F/2。 rt0 1般 for ULF waves ratherthan to l般

3 for the st江

た

electnc fleld induced by dipolar charges.This is agreement with the carly experimental result of
SES intensity△ /proportional to l″ こ(Varatos and Alexopoulos,1984).The empiricallaw of SES,
′
聴(△ ア)=0.37ν ttc cm be der市 ed■ eoredcJけ 郎 聰(△ /)=0.375ν w+ε ,where■4怖 and ι

α′
.,1997).
are magnitude,moment magnitude and a constant related with the she(Ikeyà′
The electromagnetic waves wiH propagate beい reen the conductive Moho plane and the con―
ductive sea just like the microwave propagation on stripline sandwiching dた Lcttic earth and go
out to atmosphere and propagate between the lonosphere and the carth surface.Electromagnetic
waves fronl the carth appear at the edge of a conductive sea causing intense fleld at the boundary
as a near‐

ield(or eVanescent wave)Since the wavelength is longer than the land(island)dimen̲

sion.The´ seistrnic pulse signals from an fault may be detected using modern digital storage oscillo―

scope with appropriate triggering level rather than by human or electronic watching of animals
(Ikeya θ′αl,1997).

In addition, simultaneous observation of electromagnetic waves and anomalous bchavior of
eels,rats,Inice,hamsters and parrots were lnade during the fracture experilnents of granite using a
200‐ ton

and a 500‑ton compression machines.Details of the works will be published separatel洸

elsewhere.

5 Conclusions
Aligrlment of silkworms and flsh,observed before the Kobe carthquake、

vere duplicated in a

laboratory by applying a pulsed electric fleld.An electromagnctic model of a fault is proposed in
which dipolar charges,± 夕are generated due to the change of seismic stress.The fleld intensiり
and seismic current density at a fault zone,」

ち几

were calculated as to give J=0.1〜 l A/m2sufaCient

to cause aniinal anomalous bё havior experilnentally.The ULF waves gcnerated by charges give
SES reciprocaHy proportional to the distance R. An equation of pulsed seisnlic electric signal
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(PSES)deriVed theoretically is a Wave packet ofelecttomagnetic waves and should be measured
using a digital storage oscilloscope at fault zones for early warning.

We thank Dr YANIANAKA C,TAKAKI■ FuRUTA H,TANI A,SASAOKA H and KINOSIIITA Y
for help in the experiments and Drヽ 独 LE A G for reading ofthe manuscript.
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